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Abstract: The microphysical properties of low stratus and fog are analyzed here based on
simultaneous measurement of an in situ sensor installed on board a tethered balloon and active
remote-sensing instruments deployed at the Instrumented Site for Atmospheric Remote Sensing
Research (SIRTA) observatory (south of Paris, France). The study focuses on the analysis of 3 case
studies where the tethered balloon is deployed for several hours in order to derive the relationship
between liquid water content (LWC), effective radius (Re) and cloud droplet number concentration
(CDNC) measured by a light optical aerosol counter (LOAC) in situ granulometer and Bistatic Radar
System for Atmospheric Studies (BASTA) cloud radar reflectivity. The well-known relationship
Z = α × (LWC)β has been optimized with α ε [0.02, 0.097] and β ε [1.91, 2.51]. Similar analysis
is done to optimize the relationship Re = f(Z) and CDNC = f(Z). Two methodologies have been
applied to normalize the particle-size distribution measured by the LOAC granulometer with a
visible extinction closure (R2 ε [0.73, 0.93]) and to validate the LWC profile with a liquid water closure
using the Humidity and Temperature Profiler (HATPRO) microwave radiometer (R2 ε [0.83, 0.91]).
In a second step, these relationships are used to derive spatial and temporal variability of the vertical
profile of LWC, Re and CDNC starting from BASTA measurement. Finally, the synergistic remote
sensing of clouds (SYRSOC) algorithm has been tested on three tethered balloon flights. Generally,
SYRSOC CDNC and Re profiles agreed well with LOAC in situ and BASTA profiles for the studied
fog layers. A systematic overestimation of LWC by SYRSOC in the top half of the fog layer was found
due to fog processes that are not accounted for in the cloud algorithm SYRSOC.

Keywords: fog; cloud radar; microphysical properties

1. Introduction

Accurate forecasts of atmospheric conditions resulting in low visibility, particularly on short
timescales, have become an important issue [1–24]: Fog and low clouds often cause a strong reduction
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of visibility, thus affecting various types of transport systems such as car, air and ship traffic, and
the financial and human costs are comparable to those of tornadoes and storms [9]. Low visibility
during fog events is a result of complex radiative, turbulent and microphysical processes as well as
interactions between the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) and the underlying surface [5–27].

The mechanisms of fog formation, development and dissipation are very complex and have been
extensively studied with a series of numerical simulations and comprehensive observational programs
including in situ measurements [9]. From the numerical modelling point of view, meteorological
models usually lack accuracy due to poor horizontal [18] and vertical [25] resolutions, and inadequacies
in microphysical parametrizations [9].

To explore the parameterization of microphysical processes in fog, it is essential to observe
the spatial and temporal variations of key microphysical parameters related to fog, cloud droplet
number concentration (CDNC), liquid water content (LWC), and effective radius (Re). Fog drop
size distribution (DSD) is undoubtedly an important parameter for describing various fog types
and the lifecycle stages of fog. All the key microphysical parameters are affected by DSD when
fog develops [16]. Fog drop-size distributions pertain to various types with spatial and temporal
variations [26], and even at different heights of fog layers, fog drop size distributions vary due to
inhomogeneous microphysical structures in fog [28]. The variability of fog drop-size distributions is
incurred by the combined effects of microphysical processes, such as nucleation, activation, growth,
gravitational setting, turbulent mixing, and macro conditions such as wind and radiative fluxes [17].

Unfortunately, few data are available concerning LWC in fog events, as well as for single fog
lifecycle stages. Balloon-borne systems are also unsuitable for continuous spatial and temporal
measurements of the vertical fog structure. One possible solution comprises frequency-modulated
continuous wave technique (FMCW) cloud radars that could provide continuous but indirect
LWC measurements in a high temporal resolution [2–16]. Reliable Z-LWC relationships for fog
events are paramount to retrieving LWC profiles from radar reflectivity: existing procedures use
empirically-derived static relationships [7–22], and some are more advanced accounting for additional
instrumentation such as a ceilometer [3] or microwave radiometer [14]. However, assumptions
about the shape of the droplet-size distribution lead to inaccuracies in retrieved Z-LWC because Z is
proportional to the sixth moment of the DSD (in Rayleigh approximation, valid for small drops i.e.,
for fog) while LWC is proportional to the third moment of the DSD.

The objective of this study is (1) to derive microphysical property profiles from radar reflectivity,
(2) to quantify the accuracy of retrievals with an in situ granulometer, and (3) to evaluate an algorithm
to derive cloud-layer microphysical properties, the synergistic remote sensing of clouds (SYRSOC)
algorithm [15]. In Section 2, we describe the instrumental setup of the intensive observational
periods (IOP) carried out at the Instrumented Site for Atmospheric Remote Sensing Research (SIRTA)
observatory, the dataset available for the four case studies, and the SYRSOC algorithm used in this
study. Section 3 shows the parametric relationship used to derive the microphysical properties starting
from radar reflectivity. In Section 4, the vertical profiles of microphysical properties such as LWC,
Re and CDNC derived in Section 3 are compared to in situ sensor and SYRSOC output data.

2. Observational Dataset and Synergistic Remote Sensing of Clouds (SYRSOC) Algorithm

2.1. Intensive Observational Periods (IOP) and Three Tethered Balloon Flights

SIRTA is a French national observatory dedicated to studying clouds, aerosols, dynamics and
thermodynamics in the boundary layer and the free troposphere. The SIRTA observatory is a mid-latitude
site (48.7◦ N, 2.2◦ E) located in a semi-urban area, on the Saclay plateau 25 km south of Paris [10]. Table 1
describes the active and passive remote-sensing instruments and the main in situ sensors deployed at
the SIRTA site for the IOP and used in this study. These IOP correspond to 6 January 2015, 19 December
2016, 3 January 2017 and 17 February 2017. On the three first dates, a tethered balloon carrying an
optical particle counter was deployed to document fog and low-stratus microphysical properties, while
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during the fog on 17 February 2017 the balloon was not used and measurements were only taken at
4 m altitude. All instruments were set up in an area covering less than 1 km2. All times are universal
time (UT) and all altitudes are above ground level (agl). Figure 1 shows a time series of the cloud radar
reflectivity (colored panel) and tethered balloon (black markers) path for 3 January 2017 between 10:00
and 17:00. Fog thickness reaches 300 m at 10:30 and maximum altitude reached by the tethered balloon
is 250 m around 11:00. During this event we performed 2 different flights, one during the morning
(between 10:15 and 13:00), and one between 15:00 and 16:45.

Table 1. Active and passive remote sensing instruments and the in-situ sensors deployed at the
Instrumented Site for Atmospheric Remote Sensing Research (SIRTA) site and used for this study.

Type of
Instrument Name Parameters Sampling Uncertainty

Remote-sensing
instruments

Bistatic Radar System for
Atmospheric Studies
(BASTA) cloud radar

(95 GHz)

Reflectivity, Doppler
velocity, cloud top

height
12 s 0.5 dBZ, 0.2 m/s

Humidity and Temperature
Profiler (HATPRO)

microwave radiometer

Liquid water path
(LWP) 5 min LWP ± 20 g/m2

CL31 Ceilometer Cloud base height 1 min 7.5 m

CHM15K Ceilometer Cloud base height 1 min 7.5 m

In situ sensors

Degreane DF320
diffusometer

Horizontal visibility
(km) at 4 m agl 1 min ±10–25%

Light optical aerosol counter
(LOAC) granulometer

Particle-size
distribution for

particles ranging from
0.2 to 50 µm
(in diameter)

1 min
Sampling
2.5 L/min
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The cloud base height and the cloud top height were derived from the CL31 (Vaisala, Vantaa, 
Finland) or CHM15K ceilometer (Lufft, Berlin, Germany) backscatter signal and the BASTA 95 GHz 
Doppler cloud radar developed by the LATMOS laboratory, respectively [2]. The ceilometer and 
radar blind zones are 15 m and 40 m, with vertical resolutions of 15 m and 12.5 m, respectively. This 
zone corresponds to the altitude without information on lidar backscatter or radar reflectivity and 
Doppler velocity. The cloud radar is operated in a vertically pointing mode and uses the frequency 

Figure 1. Cloud radar reflectivity and tethered balloon path on 3 January 2017.

2.2. Remote-Sensing Instruments and In Situ Sensor

A Degreane DF320 diffusometer (Degreane, La Garde, France) was operated near the ground
(4 m agl). The instrument provides horizontal visibility range and particle extinction at 550 nm, with
10–25% uncertainty [6].

The cloud base height and the cloud top height were derived from the CL31 (Vaisala, Vantaa,
Finland) or CHM15K ceilometer (Lufft, Berlin, Germany) backscatter signal and the BASTA 95 GHz
Doppler cloud radar developed by the LATMOS laboratory, respectively [2]. The ceilometer and radar
blind zones are 15 m and 40 m, with vertical resolutions of 15 m and 12.5 m, respectively. This zone
corresponds to the altitude without information on lidar backscatter or radar reflectivity and Doppler
velocity. The cloud radar is operated in a vertically pointing mode and uses the frequency modulated
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continuous wave approach at 95 GHz. Its bi-static configuration allows us to reduce the blind zone
compared to mono-static radar. The 3.2 mm wavelength gives a clear advantage compared to classical
meteorological radar in term of sensitivity for equivalent antenna size and emitted power, the cloud
radar is perfectly suited for the characterization of microphysical properties of fog and stratus above
40 m height, while the CL31 or CHM15K ceilometer is totally attenuated when the fog thickness is
more than some tens of meters. The sensitivity of the radar is estimated to be at about −40 dBZ at
1 km for a temporal resolution of 12 s and 12.5 m range resolution [2].

The Humidity and Temperature Profiler (RPG-HATPRO, Radiometer Physics Gmbh, Meckenheim,
Germany) water vapor and oxygen multi-channel microwave profiler, installed at SIRTA site since
February 2010, provides time series of the liquid water path when fog or clouds occur, and integrated
water vapor on the total column of the atmosphere.

The Light Optical Aerosol Counter (LOAC) is a compact optical counter/sizer to perform
measurements of liquid and solid particles at ground level and under all kinds of balloons in the
troposphere and in the stratosphere [20]. Particles are collected and are injected through a laser beam
by a pumping system. LOAC is characterized by a sampling rate around 2.5 L/min through a tube
of 8 mm in diameter and 20 cm in lengths. Measurements of the light scattered by the particles
are performed at two scattering angles. The first one is around 12◦, and is almost insensitive to
the refractive index of the particles; the second one is around 60◦ and is strongly sensitive to the
refractive index of the particles. By combining measurements at the two angles, it is possible to retrieve
the concentrations for 19 size classes between 0.2 µm and 50 µm in diameter and to estimate the
main typology of the particles (droplets, carbonaceous, mineral particles, salts) when the medium is
relatively homogeneous. This typology is based on calibration charts obtained in the laboratory [21].

The LOAC sensor calibration procedure follows the standard calibration of an optical counter,
i.e., the particle size is controlled but not the number. Latex beads, which are perfect transparent
spheres, have been used for diameter calibration below 2 µm. For the calibration in the 5–45 µm size
range, different natures of irregular grains have been used: glass beads (quite irregular), carbonaceous
particles, dust sand of several types, ashes and salts. Figure 2 shows an example of particle-size
distribution measured with the LOAC sensor on 3 January 2017 at 10:00 and 11:00. At 10:00, LOAC is
at the ground during the fog event with more than 50 particles bigger than 10 µm whereas at 11:00,
LOAC sensor reaches the top of the fog layer with only one tenth of particles larger than 10 µm.
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The uncertainty for total concentrations measurements is ±20% when concentrations are higher
than 5 particles cm−3 (for a 10-min integration time). The uncertainties in size calibration are ±0.025 µm
for particles smaller than 1 µm, and 10% for greater particles. The measurement accuracy of submicron
particles is reduced when the concentration of particles >3 µm exceeds a few particles cm−3. In the case
of measurements inside a thick fog, several particles are present in the laser beam at the same time and
the concentrations can be underestimated. Corrective coefficients have been established to tentatively
correct from this effect and to retrieve the relative distribution of the particles. Nevertheless, this
procedure becomes inaccurate for the highest concentrations; it is then necessary to normalize also the
results with the total number of particles estimated from independent measurements. The following
part presents a possible method to normalize the particle-size distribution by comparing it to the
optical extinction measured with the diffusometer.

2.3. Visible Extinction Normalisation for Light Optical Aerosol Counter (LOAC) Validation

The particle-size distribution in ambient conditions is measured by the LOAC sensor and used to
derive the extinction coefficient σloac. The measured size distribution, according to Mie applicable to
spherical droplet particles allows us to derive σloac as the following equation:

σloac =
Dmax

∑
Dmin

πD2

4
NDQext(m,D) (1)

where Qext is the Mie extinction efficiency factor depending on the particle size D and the refractive
index m. As for [6], we assume m = 1.33 for particles larger than 2 µm and m = 1.48 − 0.01i for
particles smaller than 2 µm (derived from an AERONET sun photometerDmin equals to 0.1 µm
and Dmax = 50 µm. D corresponds to mean diameter for the LOAC sensor and ND is the particles
concentration for each size D.

The extinction coefficient σDF is here derived from the measured horizontal visibility
(DF320 measurement) according to the Koschmieder equation [12]:

σDF =
− ln(VC)

Visi
(2)

where VC is the visual contrast defined here as 5%, and Visi is the horizontal visibility measured by
the DF320 diffusometer [6].

Some visible extinction comparisons have been undertaken to compare extinction coefficient
derived from LOAC sensor and measured by DF320 diffusometer (Figure 3 for collocated measurement
at 4 m agl. Figure 3 on the left shows a time series of extinction coefficient derived from Equations (1)
and (2). The black line corresponds to diffusometer data and the red line to LOAC processing. Fog
occurs between 05:30 and 07:00. The following table shows slope (normalization factor), and correlation
coefficient for four experimental closures in visible extinction according to the relationship as in Figure 3
on the right.

We note a significant difference for the normalization factor that can be explained by some physical
phenomena. First, during the foggy situation considered on 6 January 2015 the temperature was about
−1 ◦C with perhaps some ice crystal that can induce very important scattering inside the LOAC optical
chamber leading to an overestimation of the optical extinction compared to true visibility measured
by DF320 diffusometer. This explains why the slope between the LOAC extinction coefficient and
the diffusometer extinction coefficient was 8.2 (Table 2). For 17 February 2017, the slope is equal to
4.2 according to very high number of particles larger than 10 µm about 110 #/cm3 compared to 35 or
55 #/cm3 for 3 January 2017 and 19 December 2016, respectively. We had some problems with the
electronic card for this IOP because of a water leak in the electronic box several days before. So, for this
IOP the relative size distribution is biased toward the largest droplets leading to an overestimation of
the calculated visible extinction (Equation (1)). For 19 December 2016 and 3 January 2017, the slope
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is 0.59 and 0.92, respectively, for an average visibility of 500 m and 180 m. Additional explanation is
provided in Section 3.5.Atmosphere 2018, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW  6 of 18 
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Table 2. Coefficients used to normalize the LOAC cloud droplet number concentration (CDNC)
compared to visible extinction derived from DF320 diffusometer for the four case studies at 4 m agl.

Normalization
Procedure Slope # ρ

Average
Temp.
(◦C)

Average
Wind Speed

(m/s)

Average CDNC
(#/cm3)

Total, and >10 µm

Average
Visibility

(m)

6 January 2015 8.2 86 0.93 −1.2 2.2 840/40 670
19 December 2016 0.59 76 0.88 3.4 0.5 465/55 500

3 January 2017 0.92 157 0.73 0.9 1.8 930/35 180
17 February 2017 * 4.2 45 0.83 7.6 1.1 270/110 320

* This case study is used in this part solely because the LOAC was fixed at the ground next to the diffusometer, and
we did not deploy the tethered balloon; # corresponds to the sample for each day.

2.4. SYRSOC Algorithm

SYRSOC is an algorithm for the calculation of microphysical cloud-property profiles from
collocated cloud radar, ceilometer or lidar, and microwave radiometer data. In this study, SYRSOC used
backscatter signal from the CHM15k (Lufft) and CL31 (Vaisala) ceilometers to detect the cloud base.
Reflectivity from BASTA cloud radar was used to detect the cloud top and to calculate cloud droplet
number concentration (CDNC) combined with information from the other instruments. From the
HATPRO microwave radiometer (RPG, Section 2.2), liquid water path (LWP) was used. Temperature
profiles were derived from in situ mast measurements, assuming an adiabatic temperature decrease
with height. Under the assumption of a mono-modal cloud droplet size distribution of single-layer
purely liquid water clouds, profiles of Re and LWC were calculated from CDNC, which is the primary
output of SYRSOC. Further details on SYRSOC were given by [15] and [19].

For this study, an entrainment factor has been introduced to take into account entrainment of dry
air at the cloud top. The entrainment factor is calculated for the top 30% of the cloud, replicating the
shape of the measured reflectivity profile. The ratio of radar reflectivity at each height bin to radar
reflectivity at 30% from the cloud top is calculated. This height dependent factor is then multiplied to
the CDNC profile to produce more realistic shapes of the CDNC profile, and subsequently of Re and
LWC profiles.

This is the first time SYRSOC has been applied to fog layers. The cloud base in any fog layer is at
ground level. However, BASTA has a blind zone in the lowest 40 m and a height range of incomplete
overlap of outgoing radiation and receiver field of view from 40 m to 240 m [2]. Reflectivity below
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240 m will be reduced due to this effect. However, LWP of the whole column is measured by HATPRO.
In case of fog, much of the liquid water will be located in the lowest 240 m. The weak reflectivity
would be causing SYRSOC to produce unrealistically high CDNC values and, consequently, very small
Re. Therefore, BASTA reflectivity was corrected in the height range of 120–240 m using a near-field
correction proposed by [23]. Below 120 m, reflectivity was assumed constant.

3. Liquid Water Content (LWC), Effective Radius (Re) and Cloud Droplet Number Concentration
(CDNC) Retrievals

3.1. Pairing of Radar and In Situ Observations Along the Flight Path

In Section 3, we derive the microphysical properties such as liquid water content (LWC), effective
radius (Re) and cloud droplet number concentration (CDNC) measured by the LOAC granulometer
from BASTA cloud radar reflectivity (Z). We compare LWC, Re, CDNC and Z along the tethered
balloon path. We consider 2 min average data of LOAC along the balloon path and we determine the
identical time and altitude bins for BASTA measurements. We used the 12.5 m vertical resolution of
BASTA and the closest gate to the average altitude of LOAC during the averaging period.

3.2. Doppler Cloud Radar Reflectivity (Z)–LWC Relationship

Theoretical relationships between cloud radar reflectivity and LWC have been developed
and [7–22] proposed a relationship of the form:

Z
(

mm6m−3
)
= α× LWCβ (3a)

LWC = 10
ZdBZ

10 −log 10(α)

β (3b)

During the three tethered balloon flights, LWC is measured by the LOAC sensor and Z is measured
by the BASTA cloud radar. Figure 4 shows the relationship between LOAC liquid water content
and BASTA reflectivity for the three tethered balloon flights (black markers for 19 December 2016,
blue markers for 3 January 2017 and red markers for 6 January 2015). The LWC ranges between
0.01–0.7 g/m3 for the period of reflectivity increase from −58.5 to −16.5 dBZ.
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Equation (3) derives a linear relationship between reflectivity in dBZ and the logarithm of LWC,
which appears to agree well with the observations within each case study (Figure 4). It therefore allows
us to derive α and β coefficients by the least square method. Statistical results are presented in Table 3
(ρ is the correlation factor). For our study, α ranges from 0.044 to 0.097 and β from 1.91 to 2.51 with an
average reflectivity ranging from −33.4 to −22.7 dBZ leading to a LWC ranging from 0.07 to 0.19 g/m3,
respectively. The total sample for this experiment is almost 186 5-min-periods and each correlation
factor is bigger than 0.74.

Table 3. Parametrical coefficient to optimize Equation (3) with Z measured with cloud radar and LWC
measured by LOAC sensor along the tethered balloon flight.

Equation (3) α β # ρ
Average Z

(min, max) (dBZ)
Average LWC

(min, max) (g/m3)

Atlas, 1954 0.048 2 / / /

Sauvageot and Omar, 1987 0.030 1.7 / 0.67 / /

Fox and Illingworth, 1997 0.012 1.16 / 0.82 / /

Flight 1. 6 January 2015 0.020 1.91 62 0.79 −38.4
(−57.5, −25.1)

0.07
(0.03, 0.26)

Flight 2. 19 December 2016 0.049 2.06 43 0.88 −27.7
(−48.5, −19.8)

0.19
(0.02, 0.35)

Flight 3. 3 January 2017 0.097 2.51 81 0.74 −25.1
(−43.4, −11.5)

0.1
(0.01, 0.85)

The variability of the relationship between LWC and Z is analyzed and discussed in Section 3.6.

3.3. Z–Re Relationship

Fox and Illingworth (1997) have developed a best linear fit with the following form to link the
reflectivity Z and the effective radius Re:

Z(dBZ) = γ× log 10(Re) + δ (4)

Re = 10(Z(dBZ)−δ)/γ (5)

During the three tethered balloon flights, effective radius is measured with the LOAC sensor and
Z corresponds to reflectivity measured with the BASTA cloud radar. Figure 5 shows the relationship
between the effective radius and the reflectivity for each tethered balloon flight.
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We applied the same method as for Equation (3) to derive γ and δ coefficients by the least square
method and we present the result in Table 4. For our study, γ ranges from 52.60 to 69.2, δ from −80.7
to −94.2, and effective radius Re ranges from 3.6 to 5.7 µm. For this experiment, the reflectivity range
between −57.5 and −11.5 dBZ.

Table 4. Parametrical coefficient to optimize Equation (5) to derive Re with Z measured with the cloud
radar and by the LOAC sensor along the tethered balloon flight.

Equation (4) γ δ

Average Re *
(min, max)

(µm)
# ρ

Average Z
(min, max)

(dBZ)

Average Re
(min, max)

(µm)

Fox and Illingworth, 2007 40.9 −64.2 4 / / / /

Flight 1. 6 January 2015 65.0 −74.2 3.6
(1.1, 4.9) 62 0.74 −38.4

(−57.5, −25.1)
4.9

(0.8, 8.6)

Flight 2. 19 December 2016 52.0 −69.2 5.7
(2.1, 7.2) 43 0.86 −27.7

(−48.5, −19.8)
6.8

(1.1, 9.4)

Flight 3. 3 January 2017 69.2 −80.7 4.3
(1.7, 9.5) 81 0.78 −25.1

(−43.4, −11.5)
5

(0.8, 12.6)

* Measured by the LOAC sensor.

The variability of the relationship between LWC and RE is analyzed and discussed in Section 3.6.

3.4. Cloud Droplet Number Concentration (CDNC)

The combination of Equations (3a) and (4) allows the estimation of the CDNC with the
following equation:

CDNC =
LWC

4
3π× ρl × Re3 (6)

where ρl is the volumic mass of the liquid water and Re is the effective radius of the drops. For our
study, CDNC measured by the LOAC sensor (noted * in Table 5) ranges from 54–108 cm−3. CDNC
derived from the BASTA cloud radar data and Equation (6) ranged from 65–133 cm−3.

Table 5. Cloud droplet number concentration (CDNC) derived with Equation (6) for LWC and Re
derived from Equations (3) and (5).

Equation (4) CDNC *
(#/cm3)

Average Z
(min, max) (dBZ)

Average CDNC
(min, max) (#/cm3)

Flight 1. 6 January 2015 108 −33.4
(−52.5, −20.1)

113
(95, 166)

Flight 2. 19 December 2016 58 −22.7
(−43.5, −14.8)

65
(62, 97)

Flight 3. 3 January 2017 154 −25.1
(−43.4, −11.5)

133
(5, 155)

* Measured by LOAC sensor.
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3.5. Liquid Water Closure

According to Equation (3), we can derive the liquid water content (LWC) and so derive the liquid
water path (LWP) according to Equation (7).

LWP =
∫ CTH

CBH
LWC(z)dz =

∫ CTH

CBH
10

ZdBZ(z)
10 −log 10(α)

β dz (7)

For the two first flights, the HATPRO microwave radiometer retrieved LWP and hence it is
possible to compare the integrated LWC derived from BASTA cloud radar and Equation (7) (Figure 6).

For 6 January 2015, slope equals to 0.75, intercept is −0.7 g/m2 and correlation coefficient is 0.83
for 46 10-min samples. For 19 December 2016, slope equals to 0.95, intercept is +23 g/m2 and correlation
coefficient is 0.91 for 35 10-min samples. This offset has been a posteriori corrected because we have
observed an offset of 23 g/m2 for HATPRO LWP retrieval by comparison with a clear sky period some
hours before the formation of the cloud, so this value has been subtracted before the analysis.
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microwave radiometer (MWR).

The discrepancies of this relationship between LWP derived from Equation (7) and LWP measured
by HATPRO microwave radiometer is directly linked with the validity of Equation (3) and will be
discussed in the following Section 3.6.

3.6. Discussion on the Validity of these Relationships

3.6.1. Impact of Aspiration Efficiency

In this part we discuss the validity of each relationship depending on the capacity of the in
situ and remote-sensing instrument to characterize cloud microphysics in fog layers. In Tables 3–5,
we show the range of variability for Z measured by the cloud radar BASTA but also for LWC, Re and
CDNC derived with Equations (3), (5) and (6), respectively. The main limitation of this method is the
tendency of the LOAC sensor to collect the biggest droplets, which lead to drizzle and precipitation.

For the three tethered balloon flights, we observed reflectivity ranges between −58 and −6 dBZ
and 98% of data with Z < −15 dBZ (the final 2% correspond to the flight on 6 January 2015 around 12:00).
The value of Z = −15 dBZ corresponds to the limit between the sedimentation and drizzle characterized
by bigger droplets of several hundreds of micrometers [11]. These biggest drops cannot be collected by
the LOAC sensor due to the low inlet flow of about 2.5 L/min; the aspiration efficiency is near 0 for
these types of particles.
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To better understand the impact of drizzle and dynamics on the droplet collection by the LOAC
sensor, we apply the [8] methodology to derive the aspiration efficiency (AE) of a thin sampler in calm
air and low velocity. For the test, we consider a temperature around 283.15 K, atmospheric pressure of
1013 hPa, particle volumic pass of 1000 kg/m3 with an inlet tube diameter of 8 mm with a sampling
rate of 2.5 L/min. We quantified the relationship between the aspiration efficiency and the particle size
ranging from 1–300 µm (Figure 7). We tested the sensitivity (1) to the external wind direction compared
to the inlet, noted WDI; (2) to external wind speed compared to the inlet flow, noted inlet-relative wind
speed (WSI); and (3) to the angle of inlet attack from the vertical, noted inlet angle of attack from the
vertical (AIV).Atmosphere 2018, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW  11 of 18 
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Figure 7. Sensitivity test on aspiration efficiency versus particle diameter for several configurations of
inlet-relative wind direction (WDI) and speed (WSI), and angle of inlet attack from the vertical (AIV).

For a low wind speed of about 1 m/s and an inlet oriented to the vertical (AIV = 0◦, blue curve),
the droplet settling velocity drives the aspiration efficiency reaching 350% for particle size of 300 µm.
The aspiration efficiency is quasi constant at 100% until 100 µm. When the inlet angle of attack from
the vertical (AIV) equals 90◦ (horizontal tube, green curve), AE is 100% until 20 µm to reach 19%
for particle size of 300 µm: gravitational settling competes with inlet aspiration and LOAC sensor is
unable to collect particles bigger than 500 µm. For an inlet turned away from the wind (cyan curve),
the aspiration efficiency reaches 0% for droplet size of 23 µm. When the inlet is faced to an external
wind around 4 m/s (black curve), the aspiration efficiency increases from 100% (for a particle diameter
of 1 µm) to 370% at 80 µm; the external wind forces the particles to be collected by the LOAC sensor.
At the opposite extreme, for a similar external wind speed of 4 m/s with an angle of 90◦ relative to the
external wind, the aspiration efficiency drops very quickly to 0% for 10 µm.

Given these aspiration efficiency dependencies on wind direction, and that wind direction relative
to inlet will vary a lot as the LOAC is turning and moving in the air, which curve we are on will change
with time and cause biases that are difficult to correct for. However, improvements to the measurement
setup could reduce this bias. For example, the inlet tube could be made to always point into the wind
using a wind vane.
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3.6.2. Variability of Droplet-Size Distribution

Figure 8 shows the particle-size distribution measured with LOAC sensor for the 19 December
2016, 3 January 2017 and 6 January 2015 along the tethered balloon path. We note a similar peak
around 10 µm and a droplet distribution width depending on the case study, i.e., around 300, 100
and 30 #/cm3/µm at 30 µm of diameter for 19 December 2016, 3 January 2017, and 6 January
2015 respectively. This size distribution will have an impact on the aspiration efficiency of the in
situ granulometer.

The shape of the size distribution is also important for the theoretical Z-LWC relationship itself,
because the LWC is much less sensitive to the biggest droplets than the reflectivity is. The variability
of the size distribution during the fog life cycle therefore has an important impact on the Z-LWC [16].
In [26], using in situ measurements at 2 m, authors found important variability in the size distribution
both between fog events and during the lifecycle of each event. Therefore, they recommended
measurement of the size distribution continuously near the surface as well as vertical profiles in order
to obtain more data.
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Figure 8. Particle size distribution measured with LOAC for 19 December 2016, 3 January 2017 and
6 January 2015 along the tethered balloon path.

3.6.3. Variability of Parametrical Relationships and Impact on Profiles

To evaluate the importance of the impact of the case-to-case variability of the empirical
relationships, we can compare the fits from each of the three case studies on the same data. Figure 9
shows the parametrical relationships between LWC (left) or Re (right) measured with LOAC sensor
and cloud radar reflectivity for the different case studies. For a reflectivity around −40 dBZ (−20 dBZ)
LWC ranges from 0.03 and 0.06 g/m3 (from 0.2 to 0.7 g/m3). The validity of the LWC-Z relationship,
is −50 to −15 dBZ for Z and 0.01 to 1 g/m3 for LWC; for Re-Z relationship, Re ranges from 1 to 11 µm
and Z from −50 to −15 dBZ.
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Figure 9. Parametrical relationship between LWC (right) or Re (left) and reflectivity for these three
tethered balloon flights and previous studies (Atlas, 1954, Sauvageot and Omar, 1987, and Fox and
Illingworth, 1997).

Figure 10 shows the vertical profiles of LWC, Re and CDNC for 19 December 2016 between 08:00
and 09:00 derived from Equations (3b), (5) and (6). Red curves correspond to coefficients adjusted
using the data from 6 January 2015, the black curve using data from 19 December 2016, and the blue
curve using data from 3 January 2017. The maximum difference between each model corresponds to
the reflectivity maximum at 300 m agl. The LWC difference reaches 0.17 g/m3 (max at 0.28 g/m3 and
min at 0.11 g/m3), the Re difference reaches 2.3 µm (max at 6.2 µm and min at 3.9 µm), and the CDNC
difference reaches 300 #/cm3 (max at 500 #/cm3 and min at 200 #/cm3). For this case study, the liquid
water closure with the HATPRO microwave radiometer described in Section 3.5 allows us to validate
the LWC profile fitted for the corresponding day (19 December 2016).
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4. Comparison and Discussion of Two Stratus-Fog Events

4.1. Vertical Profiles of Microphysical Properties on 6 January 2015

On 6 January 2015, a tethered balloon flight was performed during 6 h of a stratus-fog event as
shown in Figure 11. 2D-color corresponds to the radar reflectivity and the black curve is the tethered
balloon trajectory (altitude versus coordinated universal time (UTC)). This 6-h flight is characterized
by two periods: one before 12:00 and one after 13:00, separated by one precipitation event.
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Figure 11. Time series of cloud radar reflectivity on 6 January 2015 and tethered balloon flight trajectory
in cloud layer (black markers).

In Figure 12, we show vertical profiles of liquid water content, effective radius and cloud droplet
number concentration derived from LOAC (dark green), BASTA (orange), and SYRSOC algorithm
(purple). For BASTA, we distinguish the coincident measurement with LOAC (dashed line), and
the complete sampling during the period (solid line). LWC and Re are derived from BASTA with
Equations (3) and (5) with corresponding coefficient in Tables 3 and 4. We consider a first period
between 09:00 and 10:00, when only one cloud layer was present and the SYRSOC algorithm was
applied. During this period, a complete ascent and descent between the surface and almost 300 m agl
has been undertaken with the tethered balloon.Atmosphere 2018, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW  14 of 18 
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Figure 12. Vertical profile of LWC (left), Re (middle), CDNC (right) derived from LOAC, BASTA, and
SYRSOC algorithm between 09:00 and 10:00 on 6 January 2015. Error bars on SYRSOC profiles indicate
standard deviation of the mean over the 1-h period.
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Vertical profiles show a good agreement of CDNC in the center of the cloud. Re from SYRSOC
agrees well with the BASTA profile, ranging from 4–8 µm. LOAC Re is lower, ranging from 2–5 µm.
Large differences were found for LWC with an increase between cloud base height and cloud top height
from 0.1–0.4 g/m3 for SYRSOC algorithm, whereas LOAC and BASTA retrievals do not reach 0.2 g/m3.

During the 14:00 to 16:00 period shown in Figure 13, SYRSOC CDNC and Re profiles agreed very
well with LOAC measurements in the lower half of the fog layer, where LOAC profiles were available.
For BASTA, we distinguish the coincident measurement with LOAC (dashed orange line), and the
complete sampling during the period (solid orange line). Both BASTA profiles overestimate Re and
underestimate CDNC, compared to LOAC. BASTA LWC matches LOAC LWC very well for coincident
measurements. The average BASTA LWC profile for the whole period is slightly higher, as is the
SYRSOC LWC. Besides, there is an increasing difference with height, of the BASTA and SYRSOC LWC,
above the cloud center.
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Figure 13. Vertical profile of LWC (left), Re (middle), CDNC (right) derived from LOAC, BASTA, and
SYRSOC algorithm between 14:00 and 16:00 on 6 January 2015. Error bars on SYRSOC profiles indicate
standard deviation of the mean over the 2-h period.

4.2. Vertical Profiles of Microphysical Properties on 19 December 2016

On 19 December 2016, another tethered balloon flight was performed between 06:00 and 08:00 but
a second cloud layer at 1 km prevented the use of the SYRSOC algorithm, which requires single-layer
clouds or fog. During this period, we compared the LWC calculated from LOAC (derived with droplet
size distribution) and derived from BASTA reflectivity and Equation (3). We obtained a slope of 0.89,
and intercept of 0.04 with a correlation factor about 0.78. After this 2-h period, the upper layer cloud
stopped and SYRSOC profiles could be obtained. SYRSOC output are shown in Figure 14 (purple line)
for comparison with coincident BASTA retrievals (orange line).
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Figure 14. Vertical profile of LWC (left), Re (middle), CDNC (right), derived from BASTA, and
SYRSOC algorithm between 08:00 and 09:00 on 19 December 2016. Error bars on SYRSOC profiles
indicate standard deviation of the mean over the 1-h period.

For this period we note a good agreement of LWC up to the center of the cloud, where the BASTA
LWC profile starts decreasing towards the cloud top, but the SYRSOC LWC further increases, reaching
0.35 g/m3 near cloud top. BASTA retrievals show a peak around 300 m agl of 0.2 g/m3, decreasing to
a value of 0.02 g/m3 at 500 m agl. The shape of the Re profile is well represented by SYRSOC, but there
is an offset of about 2–4 µm from the BASTA Re profile. The BASTA Re profile reaches its maximum of
6 µm at around 300 m agl. At the same altitude, SYRSOC Re is 10 µm. On the other hand, SYRSOC
CDNC is much smaller than BASTA CDNC in the center of the cloud (100 #/cm3 for SYRSOC and
200 #/cm3 for BASTA retrievals).

4.3. Discussion of SYRSOC Results

The cloud base in any fog layer is at ground level. However, as stated before, BASTA has a blind
zone in the lowest 40 m and a height range of incomplete overlap of outgoing radiation and receiver
field of view from 40 m to 240 m [2]. In the case of 19 December 2016, the cloud top was around 500 m.
That means nearly half of the fog depth was affected by reduced reflectivity. The fog layer observed
in the morning of 6 January 2015 was less than 300 m deep. In this case, nearly the whole layer was
affected. Radar reflectivity was corrected from 120 m to 240 m. Below 120 m, reflectivity was assumed
constant, using an average value. This correction introduced a discontinuity in the profiles at 120 m.

The three studied periods revealed limitations of SYRSOC, but also ways of improving the
algorithm. Performance in fog was improved by correcting for the near field behavior of the cloud
radar. An overall improvement of SYRSOC was the implementation of an entrainment factor, taking
into account entrainment of dry air at the cloud top, causing a more realistic shape of the LWC profile,
decreasing at the cloud top. However, this did not fully account for deviations in the BASTA and
SYRSOC LWC profiles. An overestimation of LWC by SYRSOC in the top half of the fog layer was
observed in all cases studied here. SYRSOC produces the linear LWC increase expected in water
clouds, modified at the top by the entrainment factor. However, the shape of the LWC profile in
fog depends on the phase in the fog lifecycle: formation phase, mature phase and dissipation phase.
LWC gradients in fog can be positive, quasi-null or negative. This depends on a number of factors,
like evaporation at the cloud top, precipitation or sedimentation at the cloud base, evaporation at the
cloud base, and temperature and humidity gradients above the fog top. As the fog thickness is limited
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to some hundreds of meters, those competitive processes have a significant impact on the LWC profile
throughout the fog layer. None of these factors are taken into account in SYRSOC, which explains
differences between LOAC/BASTA and SYRSOC profiles, not only of LWC, but also of CDNC and Re.

5. Conclusions

The robust dataset developed at the SIRTA site during three intensive operational periods when
a tethered balloon was deployed allows us to derive vertical profiles of the low stratus and fog
microphysical properties based on almost 200 5-min-periods.

A methodology has been applied to normalize and validate the particle size distribution
measured with the LOAC granulometer: a visible extinction closure has been undertaken by
comparing the extinction coefficient measured by a diffusometer and derived from Mie theory
applied to measured particle-size distribution. Correlation factors range from 0.73 to 0.93 for a
dataset composed of more than 200 5-min-periods. As explained in Sections 2.3 and 3.5, the aspiration
efficiency (i.e., 0% up to 350%) and the correlation between the “true” visible extinction and “measured
particle-size distribution” (i.e., 0.59 up to 8.2) is correlated with the wind speed and wind direction
relative to the inlet axis.

A first relationship between the LWC (measured with the LOAC granulometer) and the Doppler

cloud radar reflectivity (noted Z) has been established for our dataset: LWC = 10
ZdBZ

10 −log 10(α)

β and,
α ranges from 0.020 to 0.097 and β from 1.91 to 2.51 with an average reflectivity ranging from −33.4 to
−22.7 dBZ leading to a LWC ranging from 0.07 to 0.19 g/m3. A second relationship between effective
radius (Re) and Doppler cloud radar reflectivity has also been established, Re = 10(Z(dBZ)−δ)/γ with γ

ranging from 52.0 to 69.2, δ from −69.2 to −80.7, for an effective radius Re ranging from 3.6 to 5.7 µm.
The cloud droplet number concentration is deduced from these 2 equations, and average CDNC ranges
from 13 to 113 cm−3.

In the fourth section, we applied the SYRSOC algorithm to three fog periods when the tethered
balloon was deployed and we compared the LWC, CDNC and Re vertical profiles. Overall,
the SYRSOC CDNC and Re profiles agreed well with either LOAC in situ, or BASTA profiles, or
both. An overestimation of LWC by SYRSOC in the top half of the fog layer was observed in all of the
cases studied here. This is due to dominant processes in fog layers which are not accounted for in the
cloud algorithm SYRSOC.

The experiments carried out in this study confirm that the relationship between Z and LWC varies
importantly from one fog event to another and that more continuous in situ measurements of the
vertical profile of fog microphysics are needed. The amount of data from such measurements currently
available is very limited, mainly because the tethered balloon measurements need to be carried out
manually. One way to gain more continuous measurements would be to lift the instrument with an
automatized drone rather than a balloon. This would allow not only measurement to be automated,
but also the sensor to be kept more still in the air and to ensure that the air inlet always points in the
direction of the wind, which we found in this paper to be an important issue to address in order to
improve the quality of the retrievals.
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